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Creating Assessment Plans: 

Using Cycle Calendars and the CPAS 

to 

“Close the Loop”

http://academic.cuesta.edu/sloa

Sally Demarest and Greg Baxley SLOA co-coordinators October 2010

Quotations from the Wise and Experienced
• “Assessment is an on-going process. We don’t ‘get it done’; we ‘get on with it.’”—Outcomes 

Assessment, Miami of Ohio

• “Three cardinal rules for evaluation or assessment: ‘Nobody wants to be evaluated, nobody 
wants to be evaluated, and, finally, nobody wants to be evaluated.”—Frank Newman

• “Much of the literature on assessment suggests, and the Task force agrees, that an institution 
will benefit from assessment only if faculty and co-curricular professionals see a use for the 
results and if they take the lead in formulating questions which assessment can help answer.”—
Willamette Task Force on Outcomes Assessment

• “Self-assessment is not the goal. Self-adjustment is the goal. That’s what makes Tiger Woods 
and Michael Jordan great. That’s what makes Socrates so impressive. That’s what our best 
students and teachers do. They self-adjust, with minimal effort and optimal effect.”—Grant 
Wiggins

• “Assessment, per se, guarantees nothing by way of improvement, no more than a thermometer 
cures a fever.”—T. J. Marchese

• “While in the process of developing new outcomes/objectives, the department or 
administrative unit can easily identify assessment procedures that will be so time- and resource-
consuming that they will become and end in themselves and not a means of determining 
whether a specific outcome/objective has been achieved. If this occurs, the long-term result is 
likely to be abandonment of the process.”—James O. Nichols

• “[I]nstitutional evaluation should use objective data where available and purposeful but make 
no apologies for using subjective data. Or, it is better to be generally right than precisely 
wrong.”—R. L. Miller

• “The most important thing about assessment is that it promotes dialogue among faculty.”—
Mary Senter

Quotations compiled by Mary Ellen, WASC Workshop Presenter

Institutional Assessment Plan (IAP)

• Introduction

• Goals

• Principles Statement

• SLO Assessment Methods / Models 

• The Program SLO Assessment Plan

• Planning and Implementing Improvements

• Assessment Cycle Timeline and Calendar

• CPAS

Assessment Vocabulary

• Direct vs. Indirect Assessment

• Value-added vs. Absolute Learning Outcomes

• Embedded Assessment

• Formative vs. Summative Assessment

• Authentic Assessment

• Triangulation
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Sample Assessment Plan

Outcome 3, dealing with students’ ability to support thesis statements with sufficient, 
high-quality evidence, will be assessed every fourth year, starting in 2011-12. To 
assess the outcome, we will assess the quality of student arguments in a 201A 
capstone research paper using a rubric that states the criteria. In addition, we will 
collect data from a student survey distributed to students in randomly selected 
sections of 201A. Results will be analyzed and discussed by three lead faculty 
members, who will also make recommendations to the department about 
suggestions for improving student learning. Recommendations will be discussed 
and decided upon by all members of the department.

Does this plan involve

• Direct assessment?

• Indirect assessment?

• Authentic assessment?

• Formative assessment?

• Summative assessment?

• Triangulation?

http://www.bmcc.cuny.edu/iresearch/upload/Volkwein_article1.pdf

The SLO assessment loop

Prepare SLOs

Design assessments, 
coordinate course and 
program assessments

collect assessment 
dataAnalyze assessment 

data

Tweak SLOs or assessments
Celebrate!
Modify……. 

Assessments

• Direct measures

– Assignments, exams, projects

– Portfolios

– Performance (engine repair, speaking, dance)

• Indirect measures

– Surveys, focus groups, employment data

• Rubrics can help with criteria
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Course and Program Assessment 

Summary

• CPAS, part of the Institutional Assessment 

Plan

• Form sets up the SLO Assessment Loop

• Will help build information for program review 

and APPW

• More meaningful than Excel checkboxes

Elements of the CPAS

Student Learning Outcome Statements 

Assessment Methods Plan

Assessment Administration Plan 

Assessment Results Summary 

Discussion of Assessment Procedure and 

Results, and Effectiveness of Previous 

Improvement Plans

Recommended Changes & Plans for 

Implementation of Improvements

Sample assessment calendar
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Mapping shows relationship of course 

SLOs to program SLOs


